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Abstract

Agreement indices usually applied in some fields such as medicine,
engineering and quality control. In the previous works, we consider
agreement to assess data accuracy. In this paper, agreement indices
are assessed to compare two modes of data collection or performance
of two sets of survey operators. As an application of the proposed
method, agreement between some estimators in two typical data sets
of household income and expenditure survey are computed. The data
sets are collected with two different modes; interview and registering
modes. Therefore response error of two data sets is compared for survey
estimators. Furthermore, the agreement indices is considered in surveys
based on response error model to investigate concordance in the survey
results and real values, and the presented agreement indices are applied
to assess data accuracy of household income and expenditure survey.
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1 Introduction

Statistical information is applied for all of the planning fields as well as eco-
nomic areas.

Household income and expenditure survey is one of the most important
statistical surveys in Iran. The survey data have many applications in economic
planning and decision making. Numerous estimators could be defined due to
the fact that a variety of data are collected in this survey. Estimators of interest
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are the mean of some major variables in household income and expenditure
survey.

Determination of agreement measures are needed to assess concern of two
or some data sets. Computing amount of agreement between two or more (re-
peated) measurements are applied in many of areas such as laboratory perfor-
mance, (instrument) or assay validation, goodness of fit and statistical process
control.

In the previous work, a criterion to determine data accuracy is studied
based on agreement concept [2]. In this paper, the indices of agreement in
surveys is proposed based on a response error model. The proposed indices
of agreement can be used to investigate agreement between two data collec-
tion methods and performance of survey operators. Furthermore, two data
collection modes of household income and expenditure survey are compared in
application section.

2 Total Survey Error

Accuracy is an important and visible aspect of data quality. There is an in-
verse relation between accuracy and total survey error. Therefore to estimate
accuracy, sampling and nonsampling errors should be determined. Sampling
design in household income and expenditure survey is two-stage cluster sam-
pling. Wolter (2007) studied diverse methods of variance estimation in complex
surveys [7]. Parameters of interest are the mean (and sum) of a few variables
in the data sets.

Response error is considered as an important and unavoidable part of non-
sampling error. In the other words, other nonsampling errors can be ignorable
under some conditions, then response error model is applied to quantify the
error.

Kish [5] presented a model of measurement error. Biemer and Trewin [4]
considered a general model for the error. Ayhan [3] proposed a model in an
interview-reinterview setting. In this paper, the following model of response
error is considered [1]:

yijkls = μijkls + Ai + Bij + Cijk + Dijkl + Rijkls (1)

Where yijkls is the observed value and μijkls is the real value of sth unit of
lth interviewer for kth controller related to jth supervisor in the ith state.
Ai is the effect of states, Bij is effect of the related supervisor, Cijk indicates
controller (and coder) effect, Dijkl as interviewer effect and Rijkls is effect of
respondent. Then model (1) is a nested mixed ANOVA model.
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3 Agreement Indices

Determining measurements of agreement are needed to assess consent of two
or some data sets. In this section, some of the agreement criteria is studied to
assess survey results.

3.1 Mean Squared Deviations

A meaningful statistic to measure the agreement of observations (Y ) with their
target values (X) has been the mean squared deviation (MSD). Let D = Y −X;
then MSD = E(D2) = E(Y − X).

If X has mean μ
X

and variance σ2
X , and Y has mean μ

Y
and variance σ2

Y ,
then:

MSD = E(D2) = E(μY − μX)2 + σ2
X + σ2

Y − 2σXY (2)

Where σXY is covariance X and Y. It is well known that smaller value of MSD
indicates more agreement between X and Y.

Now to assess agreement in surveys, let X indicates real values (that is μs
in model (1)) and Y indicates the observed values. Then the first statement
of the right side of equality (2) is bias squared and second statement is the
response variance. By considering two randomization stages, that is response
error model and sampling design. Based on repeated expectation formula, can
be shown that MSD = ES(EM(X − Y )2), where S and M indicate sampling
error and response error model randomization processes respectively. Data
quality in surveys is assessed related to some parameter estimators. Therefore
in this paper, agreement between two data collection methods is assessed for
mean estimator.

Suppose that some assumptions on model (1), that is Ji = J ,Kij = K,
Lijk = L and Sijkl = S, Dijkl ∼ N(0, σ2

D) and Rijkls ∼ N(0, σ2
R) and for

the real values μijkls = μ + Mijkls where Mijkls ∼ N(0, σ2
M ). Furthermore for

fixed effects A, B and C let:
I∑

i=1
Ai = 0,

∑

j=1
Bij = 0, i = 1, ..., I, i = 1, ..., I,

∑

k
Cijk = 0, i = 1, ..., I, j = 1, ..., J . Then it can be shown that under the

assumptions, total variance of ȳ may be written as follows:

V ar(ȳ) = ES(V arM(ȳ)) + V arS(EM(ȳ))

=
(1/S + (IJK − 1)(S − 1))σ2

D

N
+

σ2
R

N
+ V arS(μ̄)

Obviously in the above equality, the first term in right side is the response
variance (nonsampling variance under the assumptions) and the second term
is sampling variance of ȳ with the estimator V arS(ȳ).
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3.2 Concordance Correlation Coefficient (CCC)

Lin and Hedayat (2002) applied another criterion, the concordance correlation
coefficient (CCC), for measuring agreement (reproducibility) between X and
Y [6]. The MSD can be standardized as a correlation coefficient to yield the
CCC denoted by:

ρC = 1 − MSD

MSD|ρ=0
=

2σXY

(μY − μX)2 + σ2
X + σ2

Y

In this article, assume that X is observation from another method with
response error model, Xij = μij + Rij , where μ is real value and R is response
error of X. Then the estimator of MSD can be obtained as follows:

ˆMSD = (ȳ − x̄)2 + VS(X̄) + VM(X̄) + VS(Ȳ ) + VM(Ȳ ) − 2Cov(X̄, Ȳ )

Where ˆCov(X̄, Ȳ ) = VS(X̄) + t̂=MSR
N

and VM(X̄) as response variance of X̄.

4 Application

Household income and expenditure survey as an important statistical survey
is implemented by the Statistical Center of Iran every year. Estimation of
the quality of data in this survey is necessary because of abundant usages
of its data. Accuracy is an important principal component of data quality.
Face to face interviewing is the current mode of data collection in household
income and expenditure survey. Sometimes recording information by house-
holds themselves may help the accuracy of data. In order to compare these
two modes of data collection, survey errors of the collected data are estimated
based on a research. One source of error is lack of memory and it is expected
that in register mode it would reduce. In the research, 500 sample households
were considered at the city of Tehran for two months (Jan. and Feb.) in the
year 2000.

For the same sample households, register mode was used in Jan. and
interview mode was used in Feb. Survey period of the items in question and
survey coverage are alike for the two modes of data collection.

In register mode, interviewers visited respondents two weeks before con-
duction of the survey and trained them to complete the questionnaires. The
interviewers were ordered to give forms to respondents and to receive the com-
pleted questionnaires and control them.

Sampling design in the survey is two-stage sampling. In the first stage
blocks are selected and in the second stage sample households are selected
within the selected blocks. The questionnaire contains many items related to
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detailed items of household income and expenditures. In this paper, parameter
of interest is the mean of some major variables contain household total income,
household grass expenditure and household pure expenditure.

Under the assumption of response error model and for the interested data
sets, just interviewer and respondent effects of model (1) are meaningful. To
determine response variance, variances of effects D and R may be estimated by
restricted maximum likelihood method [1]. In this section, three item of data
in the survey are considered; household net expenditure, grass expenditure and
total income.

For household net expenditure, MSD and CCC criteria are computed as:
MSD = 691992035183.404, CCC = 0.523065.

For household grass expenditure, MSD and CCC criteria are as follows:

MSD = 855801948229.95, CCC = 0.39836.

Data of household total income resulted to MSD and CCC criteria as fol-
lows:

MSD = 1256195991221.427, CCC = 0.1456.

The obtained results indicate the amount of agreement between two sets
of data and illustrate the concern between interviewing and registering modes
of data collection in household income and expenditure survey.

5 Conclusion

Determination of agreement criteria are applied to study concern of two or
some data sets. Computing amount of agreement between two or more (re-
peated) measurements are used in many of areas such as laboratory perfor-
mance, instrument or assay validation, goodness of fit and statistical process
control.

In this paper, agreement is studied to determine concern of two or more
data sets in surveys. Usually, real values are unknown. Therefore, instead of
assuming real values as fixed, they are assumed as random and a response error
model is considered for them. Then, the results of this paper may be applied to
compare two or more data collection modes and two determine their relations.
In the application section, two sets of typical data sets of household income
and expenditure survey that collected by two divers method are considered
and the proposed indices are computed.
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